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CHCS Webinar:  

“Classifications & Safety Data Sheets: Common Problems & Fixes” 

29 May 2020, 13:30 – 14:30 BST 
 
With many companies decreasing production and shifting their people to home working, lots of us in 
regulatory roles are finding time to look at projects and training that we don’t normally get around to. If 
reviewing your classifications, labelling and SDS, to ensure that they are up to date and compliant is one of 
them, this webinar is for you!! 
 
Last year, ECHA’s enforcement Forum published two reports, the first into the quality and compliance of SDS, 
and the second into the classification and labelling of mixtures, which led to headlines in the press such as 
“44% of mixtures non-compliant”. The reports highlighted a number of common issues found across these 
documents, and made suggestions for areas that industry should focus on to improve compliance. 
 
This webinar will look at some of the key findings from these reports and ways to address them. 
 
Our Presenter: Gill Pagliuca, Consultant, Denehurst Chemical Safety Ltd 
Known to many of you, Gill Pagliuca has worked in chemical safety for more than 30 years, providing 
consultancy services including classification and preparation of safety data sheets for a wide range of 
customers and products. 
 
Registration 
The webinar is free of charge for members of CHCS. We are also pleased to offer the webinar free-of-charge 
to members of BADGP and SCHC (click on the links to see how to register). If you are interested in attending, 
but not a member of these organisations, you can JOIN CHCS and then register, free-of-charge.  Further 
webinars on a variety of topics are also being planned.  
 
To register please visit the registration page: CHCS SDS Webinar. You will receive an email of confirmation and 
then an email from GoToWebinar explaining how to join the event on the day. 
 
Questions? 
If you have any questions, please email: enquiries@chcs.org.uk. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Your Attention Is Drawn To These Conditions 
CHCS reserves the right to alter or cancel the programme due to circumstances beyond our control. 
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